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Missed opportunities
The failure of British Home
Stores shows what
happens if you don’t keep
up with the times, and tell
shoppers what you’ve got
As I write this the administration of British
Home Stores is dominating the headlines
(see p8), and if, as seems likely, it is sold off
piece by piece, it will be the largest retail
collapse since Woolworths in 2008.
BHS is a shining example of what happens
if stores suffer from under-investment for
years and acting as if the Internet had never
happened. Many of the branches are in
prime sites, so I expect it’ll go the way of
Woolworths, and be remembered more
fondly than it was thought of during its day.
While its lighting offer remains one of the
largest on the high street, you can’t help but
feel that it missed a major opportunity with
the rest of its interiors offer. Despite selling
a range of furniture products you would
never have known it in-store, where you
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mainly saw pillows, towels and bedlinen.
The chain has a core customer base that I
imagine would have been happy to buy
more furnishings (which it introduced in
1929, a year after its foundation) from it, if
only they had known they existed.
Would-be buyers, understandably, will
want nothing to do with the chain’s £571m
forecast pension deficit. This is likely to end
up with the Pensions Protection Fund, which
will affect millions of people as it is funded
by a levy on other pension schemes and will
need to make up any shortfall.
If some of the £400m in dividends paid to
the Green family in previous years had been
used to top up the two BHS pension funds,
one might wonder what position they’d be in
today: they had a surplus as recently as 2008.
Meanwhile, the ending of takeover talks
between Victoria and Lano (see p14), appears
not to have been expected by investors.
Victoria’s share price dropped 7.5% (£1.19) in
the week after the announcement. Still, they
are £12.18 higher than they were before
Geoff Wilding took charge in October 2012.
Investors will be hoping current discussions
with ‘suitable businesses’ in the UK and
abroad will have a more positive outcome.
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Professional two-man delivery
Specialists in delivering and
assembling mid-to-high valued
furniture items Nationwide
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ScS orders hit record high
ScS achieved record order levels after all parts of the
business increased sales.
Like for like orders were up 9.1% in the 26 weeks to
23 January. Growth continued with like for like orders up
12% in the 37 weeks to 9 April.
In the six month period gross profits increased by 13% to
£64.8m as total sales lifted 10.2% to £145.4m. Of this
warranty sales were worth £9.3m. Sales per square foot
reached £201.
Upholstery sales rose by 6.9% to £109.9m; flooring sales
climbed by 15.1% to £17m; new stores generated sales of
£1.5m; online sales grew 17.3% to £4.3m and its 29 House of
Fraser concessions saw sales rise by 18.1% to £10.4m.
EBITA losses were reduced from £3m to £1m.
New branches in Aberdeen and Plymouth will open in late
summer, followed by its 100th store, Thanet, on Boxing Day.
‘We are delighted to be reporting significant growth
across all areas of the group. These results demonstrate the
progress that has been made in developing ScS into a

strong national brand with three very clear retail offers –
upholstered furniture, flooring and our House of Fraser
concessions – all supported by an improving online
platform. Our sales order intake is the highest ever achieved
in this period, a strong performance against tough prior
year like for like comparatives (up 7.8%),’ says David Knight,
ScS chief executive.
‘Current trading, supported by enhanced marketing
spend, remains strong, including the key Easter sales
period. This gives us good visibility for the second half and
although the key May Bank Holiday day trading period is
still to come, the board currently expects results for this
financial year to be modestly ahead of market expectations.
Looking to the future, we are excited about our growth
prospects, including the continued growth from our
concession agreement with House of Fraser, our flooring
offering and online proposition. We continue to identify
new store opportunities for further growth within our target
areas,’ adds Knight.

BHS attracts interest
There have been 30 expressions of
interest in British Home Stores following
the homewares and clothing chain going
into administration, putting almost
11,000 jobs at risk.
The 164-store chain was continuing to
trade as Interiors Monthly went to press.
‘The group has been undergoing
restructuring and, as has been widely
reported, the shareholders have been in
negotiations to find a buyer for the
business,’ said administrators Philip Duffy
and Benjamin Wiles, Duff & Phelps mds.
‘These negotiations have been
unsuccessful.’
The company has debts of £1.3bn,
including a £571m pension deficit.
Last year, Retail Acquisitions, a
consortium of lawyers and investors
bought the chain from Sir Philip Green
for £1. At the time, Retail Acquisitions
said it would deliver £160m of funding to
help turn around the chain’s fortunes,
but it has not been able to raise the sum.
It had been due to announce a new
£60m loan in April, but failed to do so.
Separately, Retail Acquisitions had
been hoping to raise £100m from
property transactions.
The lease on the Oxford Street, London
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Items from British Home Stores
spring/summer collection

store was sold for £30m – far less than
hoped for. The lease on a Sunderland
store was sold to Sports Direct for £2m.
In an email to staff, Dominic Chappell,
Retail Acquisitions director, said: ‘It is with
a deep heart that I have to report,
despite a massive effort from the team,
we have been unable to secure a funder
or a trade sale. I would like to say it has
been a real pleasure working with all of
you on the BHS project, one I will never
forget. You all need to keep your heads
held high, you all have done a great job,
but remember that it was always going
to be very, very hard to turn around.’
Last year the chain lost £70m.

New venue for
conference
Carpet Recycling UK’s 2016 annual
conference and awards is to have a new
home: Leicester City FC’s King Power
stadium.
The 29 June event will be
‘championing resource recovery from
carpets’ with guest host and keynote
speaker, architect and designer Oliver
Heath. The full programme will examine
topics such as waste prevention/
redesign, take back schemes, energy
recovery and good practice to encourage
greater reuse and recycling of carpet.
Case studies from flooring contractors
include the ‘secret of carpet recycling’
and sustainability for ‘grass carpets’.
The four award categories now open
for entries, are: Recycler of the Year,
Reuse Member of the Year, Take Back
Partner of the Year and Recycling
Champion. Awards for Outstanding
Achievement and Longstanding Support
and Commitment will also be presented
at the event.
Last year, 125,000 tonnes of carpet
were reused, recycled or recovered for
energy – a 31% landfill diversion rate.
CRUK’s target is 60% diversion from
landfill by 2020.

the
home
of
furniture
NEC SUN 22 - WEDS 25 2017

A SHOW BUILT ON SUCCESS

Whoops!

Stain
Away
Collection

Despite the best intentions of the average family,
unfortunate mishaps are bound to happen. And when
they do, it’s best if you have some sensible StainAway
carpet underfoot. This remarkable brand has been the
Associated Weavers flagship for many years. But we
never rest on our laurels – we’re constantly improving our
offerings to give them even more family-friendly
appeal.
We’ve added the attractive Scorpius styles to the
ultra-soft Invictus range. We’ve also introduced innovative
yarn structures to the new ranges of Hercules and
Hyperion. And now it’s the turn of StainAway for our
designers to inject the kind of appeal that will keep
it at the forefront of your store for many more years
to come.

Designed for accidents
StainAway is the obvious choice for luxury, combined with the practicality of a
thoroughly hard-wearing pile. These qualities make it ideal for any room in the house,
from a child’s playroom to a smart dining room or living room. Newly relaunched
StainAway will withstand tough treatment by all members of the family – and pets –
because the bleach-cleanable 100% polypropylene construction is tough enough to
take the wear, but not to show it. Styles are all multi-width variants with 10 year,
15 year or 20 year stain and wear warranties. The perfect carpet for all tastes and
every situation.

Big-impact displays
To fully support the relaunch of StainAway, weʼre offering some unique, eyecatching
display and merchandising systems, guaranteed to add a splash of colour to your store.
The striking graphics and photography perfectly illustrate the appeal of a carpet that
can withstand all the hazards that daily life throws at it.
Why not buy your StainAway display stands now? Contact us on 01422 431103
or email displays@associatedweavers.co.uk alternatively contact your area manager
for samples and unit prices. Get ready for the new styles from a big brand that will
soon be making an even bigger impact.

stain & wear warranty

stain & wear warranty
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Associated Weavers
Sales: 01422 431100 Email: salesuk@awe.be
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Look for the Buttery

stain & wear warranty
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Sales up but margins down
for Bensons and Harveys
Bensons and Harveys experienced strong sales growth in
the second half of last year but margins slipped.
Parent Steinhoff International says like for like sales
increased by 3% with total sales up 11%. In euros, thanks to
Steinhoff’s Frankfurt stock market listing, sales were 22%
higher at €409m.
UK sales were equally split between beds and furniture.
But, operating margin dropped from 7.1% to 5.4% as it
accelerated the refurbishment of Bensons stores and the
conversion of Cargo branches.
‘Margins are expected to recover in the short-term given
market share gains and increased volumes now inherent in
the integrated supply chain,’ says the company.

UK operations increased revenue by 22% to €409m.
Constant currency growth was 11%, with like for like sales
for the group rising by 3% during the period under review.
The group says the bedding retail market continues to
show signs of growth and 78% of the bedding stores have
now been refitted or refurbished to the new store format.
The strategy to move the store estate to more relevant
retail parks is gaining traction, it says. During the period
under review the group closed 22 stores while opening 25.
‘The key driver of performance continues to be growth in
the bedding market, while other furniture categories are
starting to show signs of growth in an exceptionally
competitive market,’ adds the company.

Shoppers get smart with online buys
Consumers increasingly turned to their
smartphones for online shopping for
their homes in March.
Home sales rose by 33% according to
the IMRG Capgemini eRetail Sales Index,
with an average order value of £93, the
highest since October 2012. This would
have been higher but for a 12% drop in
garden sales. Combined the sector saw a
26% sales rise, the highest increase since
February 2016.
Overall online sales (excluding travel)

rose by 15% in the first quarter, double
the rate in 2015.
In the quarter smartphone growth was
almost nine times that of tablets with
96%, compared to just 11% for tablets.
‘Sales via smartphones continue to
surge ahead. Larger screen sizes have
enhanced the user experience on
smartphones over recent years which is a
key factor in the shift towards shopping
on these devices,’ says Tina Spooner,
IMRG chief information officer.

Smartphone is the fastest growing
channel in the UK online retail market –
conversion rates were 50% higher in the
quarter than the same period last year
and average online transaction values
reached a record high of £85 during
March, says the Index.
‘Not surprisingly, many retailers are
placing a significant focus on their
mobile strategy as consumers shift
towards handheld devices when
purchasing online,’ adds Spooner.

Southern growth

Shares sold: Former DFS owner Advent has reduced its stake in the retailer, selling £90m worth of
shares. The group sold 30million shares – about 14.1% of the chain’s shares – to institutional
investors at 300p, a 6.5% discount (21p) to the share price. Advent floated DFS in March last year at
255p a share and also sold a 15% stake in October at 295p a share. The sale sees Advent’s holding
reduced to 24.1%. It will be able to sell more shares after the expiry of a 90-day lock-up period.
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Barker and Stonehouse is to continue its
expansion in the south of England.
The chain has planning permission to
build a store in Guildford that will see the
demolition of the town’s former 1930s
fire station.
Guildford Borough Council’s planning
committee approved the plans, despite
37 objection letters from residents.
‘This is an exciting time for our
business. The application is a culmination
of a lot of hard work and we have
invested a total of £10m,’ says James
Barker, Barker and Stonehouse md.
The store is due to open by the end of
the year and will be its second in the
south of England.

27 – 30. 8. 2016
fresh.new.ideas.

“new

means for me innovative and
exciting ideas that enable me
to make the shopping experience
more enticing for my customers.

”
Dirk Bieler,
Branch Manager, Retail

Innovations, trends and insights. International and inspiring.
Tendence 2016. Be there! fresh-new-ideas.com
info@uk.messefrankfurt.com
Tel. +44 (0) 14 83 48 39 83

NEWS

Win, win, win for Dunelm
Dunelm has attracted more customers, improved
conversion rates and increased the average spend.
The combination allowed the homewares chain to
increase sales by 5.9% to £229m in the quarter to 2 April.
Allowing for the timing of Easter and its winter sale, like
for like sales were up by 5%.
Home delivery sales rose by 27.6% to £17.9m, as it
continues to widen its furniture offer.
Gross margin rose by 90 basis points, thanks to better
stock management, lower end of season clearance and the
timing of the winter sale. Full year margin is expected to
be 50 basis points higher.
‘We are pleased with the strong underlying sales growth
during the last quarter following the unhelpful, mild
conditions experienced in the second quarter. Overall, we
continue to increase our homewares market share,’ says
John Browett, Dunelm chief executive.
‘We have enjoyed a good Easter, are looking forward to
a successful final quarter and are confident of achieving
our expectations for the full year. We continue to work
hard on delivering our key projects across the business

Alex Lees,
Adam Lyth
and
Matthew
Fisher of
Yorkshire
CCC with
The Shire
Bed
Company’s
Fara Butt
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and remain excited about substantially improving the
business for our customers, both in-store and online, over
the medium term, and developing Dunelm into a truly
national homewares brand,’ he adds.

Lano/Victoria talks end

Shire investment
The Shire Bed Company has
invested a six-figure sum to
increase its manufacturing
capacity ahead of expanding
its product offer.
The company has spent
almost £750,000 in
expanding its Dewsbury,
Yorkshire base from
30,00sqft to 47,000sqft
ahead of the introduction of
a roll-up mattress range.
The moves will create 20
jobs.
‘With the expansion now
complete the extra space
means we can start to

Average spend has jumped at Dunelm

manufacture a new product
range we will be launching
this month,’ says Fara Butt,
The Shire Bed Company
marketing director.
‘With business continuing
to grow it will also allow us
to offer our customers a
more comprehensive
selection of products,’ she
says.
In March the company
became an official partner of
Yorkshire County Cricket
Club for three years after an
initial one year sponsorship
package.

Lano will not be Victoria’s first
European acquisition after
takeover negotiations ended.
Five weeks after Victoria
confirmed it was talking to
the Belgian carpet and
artificial grass manufacturer, it
says discussions have ‘ceased’.
However, it said it would
continue its strategy of
growth by expansion and that

Lano’s Bella Donna

it was talking to companies in
the UK and abroad.
A company statement says:
‘Victoria remains focused on
its strategy of pursuing
acquisition opportunities that
will create shareholder
wealth. Discussions are
already under way with
suitable businesses both
within the UK and overseas.’

www.furlongﬂooring.co.uk

Elegance
Recoloured. Resampled.
Qualityy & luxuryy reinvented.

Elegance, one of our
ﬂagship Prestige ranges gets
a deserved makeover for 2016.
Centred on our prestige display, new Elegance
features twin banks of luxurious sampling.
Elegance features 16 natural and 16 neutral tones
complemented with a deep claret red – offering
a fantastic selection of 33 tones to choose from.
Manufactured with our own Prestige ﬁbre, this 2-ply twist is stain
resistant, bleach cleanable, available in both 4m & 5m widths
and features a Totally Free manufacturers wear & stain warranty.
Choose more and ask about Prestige Elegance today.
T H E F U R LO N G F LO O R I N G P O R T F O L I O

www.furlongﬂooring.co.uk
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Sales: Preston - 01772 696 787
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Dartford - 01322 628 707
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Gloucester - 0845 520 0800

NEW PRODUCTS

1

3

2

4

1 Minotti’s Bellagio Lounge tables
have been expanded with fresh
finishes for both the base and the
top. The base is in tubular metal
with a glossy light bronze painted
finish, while the contoured top,
available in round and oval
versions, is furnished in Sucupira
veneer with stained Mink finish or
in Bardiglio Nuvolato or Calacatta
marble.
Visit: www.minotti.com
2 Packed full of the latest in living
innovation, the Time Saving Home,
sponsored by Barclays, proved a
major draw at this year’s Ideal
Home Show. The flooring using
the latest technologies was
Quick-Step’s Impressive laminate
with Saw Cut Oak Beige used
downstairs and Soft Oak Light
adding flooring style to the upper
level.
Visit: www.quick-step.co.uk
3 With rainbow Prism Chips and
metallic Silver Chips now adding
stylish sparkle to performance
cushion flooring, the refreshed
Quartz Pro PU collection by
Leoline is stronger than ever. The
new look Quartz Pro PU features
modern tile designs, with Bilbao
and Arena, as well as the mineral
effects of Marble and Sand.
Visit: www.leoline.co.uk

5

4 Stua’s Costura sofa, designed
by Jon Gasca, refers to the
tradition of individual tailoring
to create a piece of upholstery
that is like a suit that covers the
innovative inside structure.
Once again Stua has delivered
a surprising design that reflects
the timelessness adding an
innovative spirit.
Visit: www.stua.com
5 Flair Rugs has expanded its
supersize line-up with 14 styles
now available in 200cm x 290cm.
The 100% wool Moorish, Illusion,
Abstract and Sierra, along with the
natural jute Herringbone and fussfree polypropylene of Glen, are
now all available in this new size.
Visit: www.flairrugs.com 
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6

7

9
8

6 With 12sqm bays full of obstacles such as
sinks, toilets, angles, stairs, curved walls and
more, there are plenty of challenges to face
to become a certified Quick-Step installer at
the Academy for Excellence in Flooring.
The Academy is taking bookings for courses
including Master Installer, Level 1, Measuring
& Quoting and Wood Sanding and Finishing.
Visit: www.quick-step-academy.co.uk
7 Avenue Floors has updated its website
with new looks for 2016, bringing instant
access to hundreds of designs including the
recently launched Ultimate Style collection.
With a free sample service and UK-wide
stockist details, the online shop window
supports Avenue’s retailer network with
added-value service that help to reinforce
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10

brand perception at the critical research
phase.
Visit: www.avenuefloors.co.uk
8 Floorwise has introduced two high
performance underlays – Allure, an 11mm
recycled polyurethane foam underlay and
Verve, a 9mm recycled polyurethane foam
underlay – in Super Heavy Density Plus
specification to bring homes the ultimate in
lasting performance and recovery. Both
contribute to increased carpet life, keeping
rooms warmer and providing excellent
sound absorption.
Visit: www.floorwise.co.uk
9 Louis de Poortere has spent the past two
years perfecting its versatile rug stable,

resulting in a range of glittering credentials
with seven collections to enhance any UK
home. From established collections such as
Cameo and Fading World to the new kids on
the block, Mad Men and Mosaiq, all bases are
covered with contemporary as well as
classical vintage designs.
Visit: www.louisdepoortere.com
10 A natural looking heather-effect
combines with the ease of stain-resistant
carpet in the latest launch from the StainSafe
family by Balta Broadloom. In 10 natureinspired colours, including stone-like greys
and earth tones, Shepherd Heathers will
delight those hunting for natural style with
the benefits of modern stain-resistant carpet.

Tel: 00 32 5662 2211

YOUR 2016
SUCCESS STRATEGY
introducing

graphite

carpet underlay

5 ESSENTIAL WAYS TO
MAXIMISE YOUR SALES
AND PROFIT
G ADVERTISING – Most advertising does not work very
well, so if yours isn’t, stop wasting your money now. Don’t
blame the media, blame the message. Re-design your
advertising campaigns using a benefits-orientated-style. Call
Greenwood for effective copywriting know-how.
G PRODUCTS – Be ruthless with your precious retail space.
If a product or collection is not pulling its weight after being
given a fair chance to shine, then clear it and replace it with
a better performing line. Test and measure the selling
potential of all your products in a Greenwood Sale.

When what you really
really want is a strong
selling good all-round
domestic underlay which
delivers a healthy margin Graphite is the way to go!.
Graphite is a fine, robust, utility underlay
representing superb value for money and which
is already a firm favourite with many Retailers
and Distributors throughout UK and Ireland.
FULLY RECYCLABLE
SIMPLE, QUICK AND EASY
TO LAY
DESIGNED FOR GENERAL
DOMESTIC USE
EXCELLENT SOUND
REDUCTION PERFORMANCE
LIGHTWEIGHT ROLLS
EXCEED H&S EXPECTATIONS
IDEAL FOR USE WITH
UNDERFLOOR HEATING
SYSTEMS

Graphite is part of the
Novostrat range of
polyethylene foam
based underlays for
wood, laminate and
carpeted floors.
Underlays for every
application - from the
highest performance
to utility – and to suit
every budget.

tel: 00353 61-339287
www.novostrat.com
info@novostrat.com

G SELLING SKILLS - Get good at selling. Most retailers
don’t employ a proper retail sales training program for big
ticket goods. The most successful ones do. Invest time and
money in quality sales know-how. Call Greenwood to
arrange an effective sales course for your team.
G COMPETITION – Check your competition to find out
what they are offering. Avoid all-out price wars. Be sure to
out-do your competition on the most relevant beneficial
points including choice, quality, value and service. Call
Greenwood to mystery shop your competitors.
G PROMOTION – Promote your business effectively. Every
good retailer from Aldi to Harrod’s does. Consider using a
‘Greenwood’ sales promotion to increase sales, turn stock
into cash and win future market share, while protecting your
profit at the same time. Call Greenwood!

FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT GREENWOOD SALES...
Take a look at our website or call us now on 01565 650101,
or, send an e mail enquiry, and we’ll gladly call you to
discuss the exciting possibilities we can offer you,
without obligation.
We are now booking events right across the UK and Ireland
for 2016 and 2017 on a first come first served basis.

Book your sales event early to guarantee exclusivity for
your business.
FIND OUT MORE. CALL TODAY - 01565 650101

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
sales@greenwoodretail.com

www.greenwoodretail.com

NEW PRODUCTS

11

11 Reinvigorated for 2016, Lano’s Startwist now features
a palette of 14 up-to-the-minute shades, each a reflection
of the latest home fashions, as the carpet joins the
manufacturer’s new Essenz collection of stain-resistant
styles. The two-ply polypropylene twist is available in Elite
(1,695g per sqm) and Supreme (1,360g per sqm) weights.
Visit: www.lano.com

12

13

12 Lano’s Oblique is the latest style to embrace the
comfort of two-ply Eccelena yarn, bringing homes carpet
with a lasting finish that fends off stains. As part of the
new Touch Down collection, Oblique joins the growing
Eccelena family, underlining the importance of super-soft
stain-resistant carpet for retailers right across the country.
Visit: www.lano.com
13 Known for beautiful wall, floor and tile finishes,
Granorte is one of the leading cork specialists and has
driven much innovation with new and novel uses for
agglomerated cork, as it recently showed at Ecobuild.
Granorte has championed cork as a material with real
performance benefits as well as with renewable status.
Visit: www.granorte.co.uk
14 With UV protection right across the collection,
incredibly soft Suretex carpets are safe for use throughout
the home, even in light-filled rooms. With striking lecterns
along with new branded sample books now available, the
F&X Carpets Suretex collection features four varied styles
that offer lasting performance with the benefits of
inherent bleach-cleanable stain resistance.
Tel: 07976 607 657
15 Karndean Designflooring will show its extended Van
Gogh Wood collection at the Buying Groups’ National
Flooring Show. Inspired by reclaimed natural wood
materials, the 12 plank designs replicate the unique look
that comes from the transformation of wood over time, in
addition to burning, liming and smoking.
Visit: www.karndean.com
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What’s the starting point when creating a
flooring design? The material? Or perhaps
colour is at the top of the list?
With Amtico Signature’s LVT collection
there are so many designs in wood and stone
effect, and the Spectrum palette within the
abstract design type offers all the colour consumers could need. But choosing a floor’s
material and colour is only half of the story.
The laying pattern is what can really define a
floor’s style. Amtico Signature provides many
options for laying patterns, and each one is
adaptable and straightforward to fit.
Laying patterns are constructed of separate
components, with each able to be cut from
the same or a different product. Varying these
components between woods, stones and
abstracts, or different colours within one product, is a simple yet effective way of creating

The laying
pattern can
really define a
floor’s style

multiple and varied visual impacts.
Amtico Signature’s Kite laying pattern, for
example, demonstrates how creativity can be
achieved by working with more than one
colour. Kite is an angular pattern made up of
four components. Choosing two tonally similar
colours creates a subtle pattern with an angular line segmenting each kite section.
Introducing a contrasting third colour turns the

focus on to the kite shapes, and a fourth
colour adds depth and definition to the overall
floor design.
Varied Block is a less visually diverse pattern with the ability to add creativity to a large
open space. This large-scale geometric
design is created using five different tiles of
equal length, but varied widths. The overall

Amtico International Head Office
Kingfield Road
Coventry CV6 5AA

Advertising feature: Amtico International

Flooring tailored to suit

appearance of the wider blocks separated by
the narrower strips is a stepped effect that can
work across the entire floor, or as a central
zone smartly bordered from the overall space.
Creativity is at the heart of British designed
and made Amtico Signature. So, in addition to
a comprehensive product range and variety in
laying patterns, unique floors can be created.

Tel: 024 7686 1400
Visit: www.amtico.com/commercial

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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See The Retreat Collection and more at alexanderandjamessofas.com

ACCESSORIES

Designs on
expansion
Gallery Direct is further extending
its warehouse space
Never content to stand still, Gallery Direct continually looks to
the future, both in terms of pushing the company forward,
along with designing and developing products. From its initial
beginnings as a framing company, it has successfully expanded
into furniture, accessories and soft furnishings, to now offer the
complete home furnishing solution.
One of Gallery’s core values is design; its in-house team
designs and develops products across its ranges to keep the
portfolio fresh and relevant to the market. The recent Design
Directory showcases the extensive catalogue of products,
featuring individual pieces and collections as well as key
on-trend looks.
‘Unique design and originality across all our products is one
of the fundamental values that we pride ourselves on and is key
to our success. With today’s ever changing market and fashionconscious customers, it is vital to keep ahead of trend. Our
design-led products, which incorporate practicality and
functionality, suit a wide range of interiors,’ says James Hudson,
Gallery Direct business development director – furniture.
Gallery’s supply chain plays a vital role in the company’s
success. To meet the growing demand for its products, while
still maintaining high quality customer service and order
fulfilment, it moved to larger premises less than two years ago.
Now it is extending its Sittingbourne, Kent warehouse facility
further. This expansion will allow it to stock a greater number
of products so that average lead times for customers will be
reduced.
Visit: www.gallerydirect.co.uk
Gallery Direct offers
accessories, furniture and
soft furnishings and is
currently expanding its
warehouse facility
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Beds and bedroom

Sealy Hybrid
Fusion:
the best of
both worlds

BEDS AND BEDROOM

A lift for the body
Sealy supports weightlifting champion Zoe Smith
who recognises the benefits of a good night’s sleep
Bed manufacturer Sealy UK understands
that sleep has a massive impact on
sporting performance. Not only does it
improve mental sharpness and energy
supplies, but as we sleep our bodies
repair themselves, allowing muscles and
tissues to recover.
To promote this intrinsic link, the
brand has teamed up with several big
names in sport as part of its World of
Sport campaign.
One of these athletes is British
weightlifting champion Zoe Smith, who
is experiencing the biggest year of her
career. Hoping to qualify for a place at
the Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro this
summer, she follows a strict training
regime and knows first-hand the
important role rest plays in helping keep
her at the top of her sport.
Smith, who recently won a bronze
medal at the European Championships in
Førde, Norway, feels that training,
nutrition and sleep are vitally important
for improving performance. Recognising
that sleep helps the body to naturally
restore itself, especially after an intensive
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session in the gym, she takes her sleep
seriously.
‘During the day, athletes are
surrounded by an entire team of support
staff to make sure every last thing we do
is going to aid our performance, but
come night time, it’s not uncommon for
sub-par sleep to set back the whole
process,’ she says.
Smith is facing yet another challenge
on her road to the Olympics: a knee
injury.
‘I secured a bronze medal at the
European Championships in the
clean-and-jerk with a lift of 119kg,
although I was hoping to do better. I
picked up a knee injury right before
the championships, and I also have two
bulging discs in my back, so at one point
I didn’t actually think I’d be able to
compete, so with that considered it’s not
too bad I suppose.
‘Although I’m a little disappointed, I’m
moving forward and preparing for my
next steps. Sleep will be a big part of my
recovery and I’ll be placing even more
importance on getting the rest I need to

be back on form ahead of the British
Championships in June,’ she says.
Sealy will help Smith on her road to
recovery as she’ll be sleeping on a Hybrid
Fusion, ensuring her body gets the
support it needs as she recuperates.
Neil Robinson, Sealy UK sales and
marketing director, says: ‘We were
saddened to hear of Zoe’s injuries at
such a critical time of her training but
are delighted that she has done so well
at the European Championships in spite
of this. We’ve been following her career
for the past few years and her
commitment to sleep makes her the
perfect advocate for the World of Sport
campaign.
‘At Sealy we understand the vital role
sleep plays when it comes to sporting
success and we’re dedicated to working
with some of the country’s leading
athletes to ensure they enjoy the deep
sleep they need to be at the top of their
game. We can’t wait to watch Zoe’s
continued success throughout the
summer.’
Visit: www.sealy.co.uk

BEDS AND BEDROOM
Pictured before her knee injury,
Zoe Smith rests on Sealy’s Hybrid
Fusion featuring 1,400 mini
motion and pressure responsive
pocket springs on top of the
Posture Tech 660 spring system

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Like all great ideas, Sealy Hybrid is both simple and effective.
It combines Sealy Posturepedic springs with Geltex,
a unique, patented, gel infused foam that is quite simply the most
advanced sleeping material available.
It has all the pressure relieving properties of traditional memory
foam but also provides a level of "push back" body support.
Which means you get all the pressure relief that you would ﬁnd
in a "spring free" mattress, combined with all the support you
would expect from a Sealy Posturepedic.

Quite simply, it’s the best of both worlds.

For more information about this revolutionary range of beds,
contact our Sales Hotline on 016973 20342.

www.sealy.co.uk

PHOTOGRAPHS: WWW.KALORY.CO.UK
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Shoppers can now see the whole store through the windows

For today and tomorrow
Habitat has refurbished its flagship store to reflect its values
Habitat has completed the £1.5m
refurbishment of its flagship store on
Tottenham Court Road, London.
With its last major refurbishment in
2005, the 25,000sqft store, Habitat’s
largest in the UK, has been completely
redesigned by its in-house design team
led by Polly Dickens, creative director,
and Graham Copeland, creative manager.
Briefed to create an immersive brand
experience for customers, the store aims
to combine an inspirational in-store
environment with digital access points to
drive awareness of its www.habitat.co.uk
website.
The project was kept with the Habitat
design team to stay true to the brand’s
design aesthetic. The two-storey
renovation – the basement was
completed last November – which has
taken just under a year to complete,
features a simplified layout and modern
interior design scheme that strips the
building back to its original architectural
framework.
A streamlined glass central staircase,
bespoke ‘outline’ fixtures designed inhouse and a monochrome scheme with
dark wood floors throughout aims to
enhance the feeling of light and space in
the store as well highlighting the 
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Shoppers can order
online (left) products or
finishes not in-store,
such as the Lucia in grey
(above)

Introducing the Platinum
collection from Silentnight
A new range of beds and mattresses
guaranteed to meet all your comfort
and style needs developed exclusively
for premium independent retailers.

To ﬁnd out more call 01282 851111 or visit silentnight.co.uk

BEDS AND BEDROOM

The rug and textile department

‘There are no
gimmicks or
distractions here’
signature bold and bright colour palette
the retailer uses in its collections.
Traditional enclosed window displays
have also been abandoned in favour of
open vignettes that allow shoppers to
view the full store from street level.
Interactive touchscreens throughout
the store link directly to the website to
allow customers access to in-depth
product information and the full Habitat
collection online, including finish options
and models not shown in store.
Shoppers will also be able to browse
branded editorial content including the
#HabitatVoyeur campaign. A statement
video wall at the entrance of the store
also showcases Habitat’s online content
with in-house designed features, behind
the scenes videos and specially
commissioned artworks.
On the shopfloor, the ground level
features a new expansive textiles section
showcasing the full range of handcrafted textiles alongside a mirrored
showcase pop up area that will house
interior design installations, events and
customer workshops.
There are statement blue, clutter-free
cash desks throughout the store while
the basement level includes a
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The ground floor has a mirrored pop-up area

The cookshop in the basement

Sleep comes easy
when you sell beds
approved by us.
Relax, lie back and be completely assured that the beds you sell are everything they say
they are, and everything your customers expect.
Every NBF Approved Member manufacturer has undergone rigorous independent auditing to certify that they
h regulatory
regulatorr y requirements for
have robust procedures in place to ensure their products comply with
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NBF Code of Practice awarded ‘Assured Advice’
status by Trading Standards – if it’s good enough
for them, it’s good enough for you.

Find out more and for an up to date list of NBF Approved members visit: bedfed.org.uk

BEDS AND BEDROOM

fitted kitchen studio, cookshop, gallery
space, expanded furniture and
upholstery section and lighting
department.
‘We wanted to create a flagship that
represents our brand today,
demonstrating how significantly we’ve
moved Habitat on creatively over the
past five years,’ says Clare Askem, Habitat
md.
The new store truly reflects what the
company stands for, embodying its
values of good, fun design that is
unexpected and forward thinking.
‘It’s very different to the Habitat that
people have seen before and has been
an opportunity to reaffirm our identity
on Tottenham Court Road as a design
brand,’ she says.
‘There are no gimmicks or distractions
here, we’re letting the designs speak for
themselves – in terms of quality and
price point – in a new store environment
where simplicity is key.
‘I think we’ve really successfully
brought together both online and offline
strands of the business, understanding
how our customers are shopping today
and we’ve set a benchmark of how we
plan to evolve the brand going forward
combining offline and online retail. For
me Tottenham Court Road is the perfect
embodiment of this future multichannel
vision and marks a really exciting new
chapter in the Habitat story.’
Visit: www.habitat.co.uk
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Top: Cash desks
have been
simplified
Above: There is a
video wall by the
entrance
Left: The lighting
department

Introducing

RANGE NAME

BACKING COMPOSITION

BARBADOS
BROOKLYN
BROOKLYN S
GARDA
GARDA
GARDA SUPREME
CARNIVAL
ISTANBUL
NEW IZMIR
KENSINGTON carved
MILANO
NAPELS
NORFOLK
NEW FARO
NEW FARO
MANHATTAN
MANHATTAN SUPREME
NEW YORK
OPERA
PICASSO
PALERMO
PRADO
QUEENS 4/5 m
RICHMOND/HILTON
RODEO
ROMA
RACHEL
SATURNUS
SYMPHONY
SENSUALITY
SENSUALITY DELUXE
SIENNA
SILKY
TELSTAR
TARTAN
SILKY SUPREME
TORINO
TORINO
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
BERNABEU
NOU CAMP
OLD TRAFFORD
OLYMPIC
SAO PAOLO
EMIRATES
BLACKPOOL

ab
ab
ab
felt
ab
ab
felt
ab
felt
woven
ab
felt
felt
ab
felt
ab
ab
ab
ab
felt
ab
heavy felt
ab
woven
heavy felt
felt
ab/felt
felt
ab
ab
ab
ab/felt
ab
vilt
woven
woven
felt
ab
ab
ab
preco
preco
preco
preco
preco
preco
preco

100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
ZETALON
ZETALON
100 % pp
100 % PA
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % PA
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp

Representation:
North West, Midlands,
Southern Ireland
Paul Hugo (Sales Manager)
07813 714498
North Wales, Cheshire
Matt Bell 07980 223303
Scotland
James Hall 07787 140136
Yorkshire, North East England
Steve Allitt 07971 952873
East Midlands
Charlotte Jarvis 07460 875070
Northern Ireland
Shane O’Neill 00353 87 6491119
South West, South Wales
Adam Nicol 07885 738975
London, Berkshire, Essex,
Hertfordshire, South East
Jon Marsh 07976 795821
Zac Marsh 07828 663325
Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire
Richard Cooper 07860 525245
Belgium D[äXZ
J Peeters 0032 475 71 08 69
0032 51 320 543
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Grace

Mums know best
Slumberland has secured two Mumsnet awards
Slumberland has become the first bed
and mattress company to be awarded
Mumsnet ‘Best’ awards for its Serene and
Grace mattresses.
When it comes to comfort, busy mums
know best and Slumberland has received
strong praise from Mumsnet reviewers
who are renowned for their honest,
direct, but trustworthy appraisal of
products.
Both the Serene and Grace mattresses
have received copious amounts of five
star reviews earning Slumberland the
double ‘Best’ awards.
Comments include:
‘The comfiest bed I have ever had the
pleasure of sleeping in…’
‘Amazed how much this mattress has
improved my poor sleep. It looks so
stylish and feels so comfortable and
luxurious, it’s like being cuddled every
night. Surpassed my expectations by far.’
‘Like sleeping on a very supportive
cloud…’
‘I hadn’t realised how much difference
a new bed would make to my rest and
relaxation.’
‘The Serene is truly the most
comfortable bed I have slept in. I was
under the impression that a firm mattress
was best for your back, but always
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preferred the feel of a softer mattress.
This provides both, the snuggly top layer
for the comfort and the firmer lower
layers for support.’
‘The bed looks sleek and stylish, and
has given us the best night’s sleep we’ve
had in a long time. Never again will I
overlook the importance of a fantastic
mattress.’
‘A sumptuous cloud…’
‘If you looked up comfortable in the
dictionary you would find a picture of
the Serene mattress. It is soft yet
wonderfully supportive. The foam layer
moulds to the shape of your body but is
not too hot. It is just superb.’
‘Over-dramatic as it sounds, this bed
has been literally life-changing. I can

Serene

honestly say I am getting the best sleep
in years, which in turn is making my days
so much more productive. I will never try
to save money on a mattress again, the
investment is worth every penny.’
The Serene and Grace mattresses are
part of Slumberland’s Harmony
Collection. All the mattresses in this
range combine Affinity core springs,
Affinity mini springs, Affinity foam and
a top layer of Affinitex with Actipro to
create the Affinity comfort system. These
components work together to create a
comfortable and healthy sleep
environment by regulating body
temperature, offering adaptive support,
and neutralising allergens.
Visit: www.slumberland.co.uk
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“It looks so stylish and feels so comfortable and luxurious,
it’s like being cuddled every night.” - Mumsnet reviewer

Discover more about what Mumsnet had to say at www.slumberland.co.uk
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Medal
motivation
Paralympic kayaker Jonny Young
sleeps on a Mammoth bed

Mammoth is supporting Paralympic
kayak hopeful Jonny Young‘s hopes of
winning Paralympic gold in Rio de
Janeiro this summer.
The Northern Irishman is already a
World Championship paracanoeing silver
medallist in the V1 200 metres. Due to
regulation and rehabilitation changes,
however, he now competes in the KL3
200 metre kayak classification and
harbours hopes of winning Paralympic
gold in Rio this summer.
While skiing in December 2012 the
former outdoor activities instructor
sustained an incomplete spinal cord
injury when he landed heavily and burst
a vertebra. After being airlifted to
hospital and spending 12 hours in
surgery, he woke up to find himself only
capable of flickers of movement from the
waist down.
After five months of intensive
rehabilitation at the National Spinal
Injuries Centre in Stoke Mandeville, he
was still wheelchair bound. As the
birthplace of the Paralympic movement,
Stoke Mandeville uses sport as an
integral part of its rehabilitation
programme. Unable to go back to work
and with a house not suitable for
wheelchair access, Young decided to
channel his efforts into something
positive by signing up for the British
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Paralympic Association’s talent ID
programme.
‘My thought was that if I could do
sport as full time as possible I would be
able to further my rehabilitation – even if
I didn’t find success. Off the back of that I
was offered the chance to train with the
British Canoeing Paracanoe Programme
and after three weeks training full time I
managed to win a silver medal at the
National Regatta. It was this moment
that gave me a new direction in life. I had
discovered a new environment to
embrace my disability and strive for
excellence with it. It also offered me an
incredible support network of likeminded people who were not prepared
to let their disabilities stop them.’
In just a couple of years, Jonny’s
training improved him as an athlete but
also helped him to rehabilitate from a
full-time wheelchair user to a full-time
walker.
Now a UK Sport Lottery funded athlete
he spends three days training on the
water and three days in the gym each
week to build the explosive power and
strength needed.
Training is tough for any elite athlete,
but it is made harder for Jonny due to
the fusion in his back, which leaves him
in almost constant pain and discomfort.
‘Rest and recovery has a massive

impact on my training. I aim for a
minimum of nine hours a night, but I also
like to get 12 hours on my rest day. Even
during a training day I spend a lot of time
between sessions in bed to allow my
back to be supported while resting –
even sitting in the most comfortable of
chairs can’t offer the same support,’ he
explains.
‘The strength in my legs is limited and I
struggle to roll around, even though I
want to due to the discomfort and
pressure on my back. The temperature
regulation of my legs isn’t quite right
either.
‘The Mammoth mattress supports my
back, allowing me to get comfortable.
Being in bed is now the only time my
body temperature regulates properly and
it is actually the best pain remedy I use. I
also find the mattress tension is just
right, allowing me to move freely, while
being well supported. This also makes it
easier to climb in and out of bed.
‘My body is always fatigued. But I can’t
always work out as effectively if my back
hurts because of the injury. The best
feeling for me is the period before a race
when I taper down my training. You get
more rest than usual and feel all your
energy gathering until you feel strong
and powerful.’
Visit: www.mammothuk.com

Beds & Mattresses | Upholstery | Riser Recliners

Mammoth comfort 24/7
now more than a great night’s sleep
www.mammothuk.com
enquiries@mammothuk.com

mammothmattress
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Star struck
Wiemann has added to its
top of the range collection
Soft Champagne and warm Nocce finishes combine
in Catania, the latest VIP range from German
bedroom specialist Wiemann.
Catania is a combination of hinged and sliding
door wardrobe options in two heights, with a large
selection of door and integrated drawer
configurations to meet individual requirements.
The collection also features a plethora of
permutations of chests, bedside tables, a dressing
table with lift-up mirror and extras such as
underbed storage. There are grey striped interiors
and plenty of chrome finished internal storage trays,
hooks, and shelves.
For beds, there’s a choice between statement
chrome feet or hidden bedframe support to give the
impression of a floating bed.
Nationwide direct home delivery and installation
is available.
Visit: www.wiemannuk.co.uk
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Catania is available in a wide choice of door and drawer options
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1

2

3

1 Arketipo’s Crazy Dream bed,
inspired by the sofa of the same line,
has an adjustable headboard that
allows great comfort and elegant
multi-functionality. The pillow can be
hidden behind the headboard and
the soft wrinkles of the headboard
profile are a decorative feature.
Visit: www.arketipo.com
2 Part of the Platinum Collection,
developed exclusively for
Silentnight’s premium independent
retailer partners, the Mirapocket 2800
Latex Embrace features a double
layer 2800 Mirapocket advanced
pocket spring system for a deeper,
more luxurious mattress, offering
ultimate support. It also features a
zoned Innergetic Latex insert for
pressure relief and a sumptuous
pillow top layer.
Visit: www.silentnight.co.uk
3 Hand-made in Great Britain, the
beds and mattresses in Rest
Assured’s Heritage collection have
been created using traditional pocket
springs with premium fillings to
provide the ultimate in comfort and
indulgence. The Windsor Memory
Wool 2800 features natural memory
wool for comfort and support and
two layers of springs for enhanced
longevity.
Visit: www.rest-assured.co.uk

4

5

4 The distinguishing feature of
Bonaldo’s Alvar is the possibility of
customising it thanks to the
combination of padded platforms
devised to create the headboard, the
bed surround and the footboard, and
removable cover in fabric or leather.
It is also available as a single/sofabed.
Visit: www.bonaldo.it
5 The wealth of materials used and a
rigorous design are the elements that
characterise 5050, a collection of
bedroom furniture from Molteni & C.
Gloss or matt lacquered surfaces
alternate with wooden tops and Eco
Skin trays, creating alternating colour
effects that please the eye and
underscore the play of solids and
voids of a geometric design that is
never banal.
Visit: www.molteni.it
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THE BENJAMIN

THE ROME

THE ROSSANNA

THE MANHATTAN

SOFAS NOW IN STOCK
DELIVERED FREE
WITHIN 72 HOURS!*
INFO@PANACEAFURNITURE.CO.UK
PANACEAFURNITURE.CO.UK
TELEPHONE : 0800 046 1789

THE CRESTA

THE FESTIVAL

*TO STORE ONLY.
DELIVERY TO CUSTOMER’S
HOME INCURS AN
ADDITIONAL £85

THE HANNAH

CARPET
Sensation ushered in an era of soft-touch polypropylene carpets

Pioneering spirit
Cormar celebrates its silver anniversary
Cormar Carpets is celebrating its 60th anniversary this year. In
1956 Neville Cormack bought his first tufted carpet machine
and decided to start manufacturing carpets in a 5,000sqft mill
in Rossendale Valley, Lancashire. Today, it is one of the largest
tufted carpet manufacturers in the UK, with a turnover of
£105m and the sole survivor of pioneering UK tufting
companies from the 1950s. Cormack passed away in 2013 but
the company remains independently owned.
‘We have always had the determination to meet any
challenges head on and a commitment to continually invest
and improve,’ says David Cormack, Cormar marketing director.
‘My father was inspirational and full of integrity and that
remains at the heart of everything we do here at Cormar. Our
British Made philosophy has served the company well over the
years, contributing to a catalogue of award wins.’
Based at two sites – Holme Mill and Brookhouse Mill – in
Bury, Lancashire, Cormar is an innovator with the launch of its
Sensation range in 2012 heralding a new era for the industry.
‘We set the bar with Sensation when it came to soft-touch
polypropylenes,’ says David Judge, Cormar md. ‘It had never
been done before and has since spawned a multitude of similar
ranges and created a style of carpet in its own right.’
Over the years the company has expanded and improved,
from tufting machines and delivery vehicles to more express
collect centres and cross-docking stations. Holme Mill was also
expanded and its online trading portal introduced – accounting
for 20% of Cormar’s business. It produces more than 10million
sqm of carpet a year.
‘We do not, and will not, rest on our laurels,’ says Judge. ‘We
constantly seek ways to improve our offering to retailers –
whether that’s through quality, service or reliability – and this
will always be the backbone of Cormar Carpets.’
Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk
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Cormar produces more than 10million sqm of carpet a year

Cormar is the sole survivor of pioneering UK tufting companies

SENSATION
supreme
Soft deep pile stain resistant carpet from Cormar Carpets

www.cormarcarpets.co.uk

CARPET

Suretex carpets (below) have UV
protection, while F&X’s Aevita fibre is
made from recycled plastic bottles

Long term thinking
F&X Carpets is looking to the future

The Himalaya brand of 100% wool and
wool-blend carpets from F&X Carpets is
enjoying a growing fan base thanks to its
style and value. ‘Add to this Aevita
carpets made from recycled plastic
bottles and the Suretex polypropylene
family, and it is clear that we are ready to
take the market by storm,’ says Gordon
Hugo, F&X UK sales manager.
‘While there is no doubt that our
styles deliver the right blend of quality,
value and performance features to make
them great sales propositions, it is F&X’s
longer term thinking that’s helping us to
make inroads in the UK market,’ says
Hugo.
Carpets must offer the right features
such as bleach-cleanability and stainresistance, such as Suretex he says, but
there is also much to be said for thinking
about the longer-term and more than
just ensuring a long wear warranty.
‘There are issues that can occur down
the line, which many manufacturers fail
to protect against, despite the promise of
a long life from their carpet,’ he says.
Attack from moths is a prime example,
with cases on the up, even being
reported on websites including
Mumsnet. With this problem in mind,
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Himalaya wool carpets are mothproof,
adding confidence and helping ensure
the carpet is safe against attacks that can
lead to permanent damage.
Planning for the future also has wider
implications and there is a need to find
alternative materials that replace plastic
derived carpet fibres, or at least find
novel ways to reuse materials in the
waste stream, keeping them out of
landfill and extending useful life. F&X’s
Aevita fibre is made entirely from
recycled plastic bottles.
The high-grade plastic used in food
and drink packaging lends itself to being
repurposed into high quality carpet fibre.
Despite being made from recycled
content, Aevita’s Lyra and Ara styles have
no loss of performance offering stainresistance, softness and durability that
will make them a popular choice among
those thinking seriously about the
impact of their choices.
Advances have also been made in the
Suretex supersoft polypropylene styles.
Hugo is keen to point out that it has one
distinct advantage over other collections
currently available. ‘While great at
fighting off spills, polypropylene isn’t so
great at fighting off the signs of UV

damage in areas exposed to high levels
of natural light. Colour fading and even
premature degradation of the fibre can
occur with polypropylene carpets, so
that’s why all Suretex styles are UV
protected for life. Currently, we are one of
the only manufacturers to make sure our
polypropylene styles are protected from
the sun.’
Available on all four Suretex styles –
Capital, Casa, Meridian Deluxe and
Meridian Supreme – the UV protection is
available to all customers regardless of
budget, making it a performance feature
that helps to separate Suretex from the
competition. Bleach-cleanability is
retained and all styles feature a 10-year
stain resistant warranty.
‘While it is important that carpets meet
the need of today’s homeowner by being
easy to live with, there is no doubt that
we will also need to tackle long-term
issues not just with carpet itself, but also
from a wider perspective. We are
committed to improving the long-term
quality of our carpets, whether that’s
through engineering-in protective
treatments or finding innovative ways to
reuse consumer waste,’ adds Hugo.
Tel: 07976 607 657

Carpet that loves the sun as
much as you.
The Suretex polypropylene collection is UV-protected and won’t degrade or disintegrate
when used in rooms ﬁlled with natural light. In four supersoft and resilient styles, Suretex
is available now.

0800 368 1835

sales@fxcarpets.be I www.fxcarpets.co.uk

CARPET

Committed to excellence
Ulster Carpets constantly improves and expands
It has been a busy year for Ulster Carpets,
with an increase in both growth and
profitability of its domestic ranges.
Product launches and contemporary new
colours have rejuvenated the product
offering which boasts a comprehensive
range of Axminster, loop pile and Wilton
carpets, in a style to suit most interior
spaces.
Ulster manufactures its Axminster and
Wilton products at its Northern Ireland
headquarters. For more than 75 years it
has remained dedicated to quality,
innovation and the pursuit of excellence,
and generations of skilled local
craftspeople have ensured that only the
finest carpets bear the Ulster name.
From the buying and processing of
yarn at Ulster Yarns in Dewsbury, North
Yorkshire, right through to dyeing,
weaving and finishing in Northern
Ireland, it controls every part of the
manufacturing process in the UK. This
ensures stringent quality standards are
adhered to at every stage.
While proud of its history and heritage,
Ulster is focused on innovation and the
future. It is in the midst of the first phase
of a £30m infrastructure investment at its
headquarters for a new dyehouse and
energy centre. This will not only increase
capacity and improve product offering

York Wilton in Pavilion
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but also lower the company’s carbon
footprint in line with its strict
environmental policy.
Ulster is committed to excellence in
design. Its team of Kidderminster-based
designers produce ranges that both
anticipate trends and achieve timeless
appeal. From the classical Anatolia and
Sheriden ranges to the whimsical Boho
Collection, it aims for an Ulster Axminster
for every home.
It constantly reinvents collections and

Open Spaces Dubai in Polar

Boho Bloomsbury in Summer Breeze

in the past few months has added
colours to the York and Grange Wilton
ranges, with more colours in the pipeline
for the Ulster Velvet range. The loop pile
collection, Open Spaces (manufactured at
its Danish subsidiary Danfloor) has
recently been updated with new colours
in the Dubai range. Ulster continues to
improve and expand its product offering
with more products set to be unveiled
later in 2016.
Visit: www.ulstercarpets.com

CARPET

Above: Luxury
Comfort in Snow
White
Left: Pandora Plains in
Soft Cotton

Twist and shout
Manx Carpets has relaunched its flagship twist collection
Manx Carpets has relaunched Pandora
Plains, its flagship twist range, with a new
modern colour palette and the addition
of mothproofing treatment.
The new colours complement the
current trends for greys and soft
hues. Made from 80% wool/15%
polypropylene/5% melt bond, Pandora
Plains now contains 21 colours, including
dark rich tones, neutral creams, and
contemporary greys and beiges ideal for
both traditional and modern homes.
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‘The collection is available in four
qualities: 32oz, 40oz, 50oz and 60oz and
4m and 5m widths, making it the perfect
choice for quality and luxury in any
home,’ says Graham Harris, Manx Carpets
general manager.
‘The Luxury Comfort collection is a
classic harmony of a soft-touch carpet
combined with excellent performance
characteristics. Luxury Comfort is a
100% two-ply polypropylene carpet
where the subtle shades and delustre

fibre give an instant look of refinement
and comfort.
‘Despite its soft and luxurious handle,
the ground-breaking polypropylene
fibre has been engineered to feel softer
and more luxurious but with all the
practical living qualities of a standard
polypropylene, including a 10-year stain
warranty,’ he adds.
Luxury Comfort is available in a 90oz
weight in 4m and 5m widths.
Visit: manxcarpets.co.uk

Classic Berber
new colours, new style

CARPET

Top left: Freedom
Above: SmartStrand Gentle Bliss
Left: SmartStrand Bella Donna

The X
factor
Lano says its latest
collection redefines luxury
Lano’s X concept, a collection of
premium carpets designed to provide
consumers with unique styles that
bring a luxury edge to classic and
contemporary interiors, has achieved a
notable milestone with 500 POS units
now in-store.
‘The X collection is going to redefine
our perception of luxury carpet. UK
homeowners have long thought that
wool carpet rules the roost, but that
opinion is fading fast and X looks set to
resign it to the history books forever. Of
course, that’s not to say that wool doesn’t
have a place in the collection, but that it
is joined by a range of other fibre types
that now hold equal credence as truly
luxurious offerings,’ says Birger Karlsson,
Lano UK and Ireland sales director.
With the first generation displays
exclusively featuring SmartStrand lines,
they will be updated in September with
the introduction of the finest in Lano’s
nylon, bamboo and wool lines.
‘Enjoying exceptional softness and
offering longevity, these fibres are
without doubt luxurious, but also offer
unique looks and performance features.
From the lifetime stain-resistance and
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easy-clean nature of SmartStrand to the
therapeutic properties of bamboo and
the beautiful silk-like quality of nylon, the
X collection presents choice, a major
advantage against other luxury carpets.
Thanks to our manufacturing flexibility,
we’re able to deliver a fully-rounded
luxury collection that brings together the
very best of fibre types available today in
a single harmonious collection,’ he says.
‘Retailers can really benefit from this
slick approach, knowing that X contains
an answer for any style need. With the
familiar look of pure new wool that works
so well in traditional homes right through
to the ultra-contemporary look of
velveteen nylons, and in shades from icy
white and sophisticated greys to
warming naturals, this collection really
speaks for itself.’
With a lifestyle look promoting quality
and desirability, the collection celebrates
some of Lano’s most enduring premium
offerings, as well as more recent releases.
Among them are the wool style Oasis, the
soft and wellbeing focused Bamboo Luxe,
the silken polyamide of Satine and the
luxurious but practical SmartStrand Bella
Donna and Gentle Bliss.

‘Naturally, wear warranties are some of
the longest awarded by Lano so retailers
can be confident that these styles will not
only satisfy a thirst for the latest style but
also the demand for a lasting quality
carpet in the home,’ says Karlsson.
Styles within the X collection can also
be commissioned in bespoke-size area
rugs, with two edge styles in Pure and
Elegance. With Pure, carpet edges are
turned over and the rug is backed with a
non-slip and moisture-resistant underlay.
In Elegance, rugs are finished with
narrow colour-matched ribbon for a
‘barely there’ look and a non-slip and
moisture-resistant underlay.
‘We’re really excited about the
potential of this graceful collection of
premium styles. Not only do they offer
retailers and their customers a great
choice, they also deliver an all-important
mix of enduring quality, contemporary
cool and timeless elegance. While we
may not be able to predict the taste of
every customer upon first glance, if they
are after a premium carpet then the X
collection is sure to hold the key to their
heart,’ adds Karlsson.
Visit: www.lano.com

CARPET

VINYL

WOOD

RUGS

LVT

UNDERLAY

BUYING GROUPS’

NATIONAL

FLOORING SHOW
10 & 11 MAY 2016

OVER 60 LEADING BRANDS
ARE AT ONE PLACE AGAIN
THIS MAY... A MUST ATTEND
EVENT FOR ALL BUYING
GROUP MEMBERS!
CRANMORE PARK, SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS, B90 4LF

PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY

Register your place at www.bgnfs.co.uk

CARPET

1

2

1 The result of intensive research and development and advanced
engineering, X-Tron High Performance polypropylene fibre is available
in Grand Prix, the latest carpet style from the starting grid at Balta
Broadloom. Delivering the stain-resistance, resilience and strength of
X-Tron two-ply yarn in a dense and luxurious 1/8th cutpile, it is available
in 10 contemporary neutral colourways.
Tel: 00 32 5662 2211

3

4

2 Introduced 25 years ago this month, Adam Carpets’ Fine Worcester
Twist had 20 colours and a construction unseen before in tufted twist pile
carpet. It was the first twist carpet available in a 5m width through
independent retailers. It was the first twist pile carpet made with a twin
needle bar for the finish it has become famous for. It was also the first
twist to use ‘superfine’ yarn with a construction that is still unique to this
day. When it comes to ‘firsts’ Fine Worcester Twist is ahead of the field.
Visit: www.adamcarpets.com
3 Holding 74 14in x 18in samples across six Easy Clean ranges, the visuals
of Crown Floors’ tombola leave no doubt as to the quality, style,
performance and value of the carpets on it. The three latest Easy Clean
ranges of Chatsworth, Ascot and Burlington bring fresh looks for 2016.
Visit: www.crownfloors.co.uk
4 The Touché collection is from Ideal, a brand of Beaulieu International
Group. This collection offers a new generation of supersoft carpets, in
polyamide and polypropylene. The polyamide portfolio has five ranges:
Silk, Satine (pictured), Blush, Noor, and Sense with pile weights ranging
from 600g per sqm to 2,200g per sqm. On polypropylene the two-ply
saxony Grace has three colours while Divine is a plain Saxony. There are
plenty of shades to match most interiors and mindsets.
Visit: www.bintg.com
5 Axminster Carpets’ Myth and Moor collection of contemporary woolrich plaids and checks stands apart from the crowd setting a new direction
for fashionable checks. Myth and Moor is the perfect match of luxury and
durability, making it suitable for extra heavy domestic usage but
maintaining all the characteristics of wool.
Visit: www.axminster-carpets.co.uk
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The New Leader in Today’s Flooring

Charm

To find out more about our products, please
contact us on the information below:
Industriepark
Klein Frankrijkstraat 38
9600 Ronse – Belgium
email: rc@millenniumweavers.eu
tel: +32 (0) 55 50 90 50
visit our website: www.millenniumweavers.eu

•
•
•
•
•
•

100% Luxury Millsoft Polypropylene
Easy Maintenance with this Bleach Cleanable Carpet
Heavy Residential Suitability
Stylish Collection of 10 Modern Colours
Peace of mind with our Wear & Tear Stain Warranties
Value, Style, Comfort & Performance

10 YEAR 10 YEAR

LIVING AND DINING

Choice offering
Furniture Origins
provides a diverse
range of styles
Furniture Origins understands the
importance of offering choice and so has
a wide range of styles and finishes in its
portfolio.
Oslo is a semi-Scandinavian styled
dining and bedroom range with an oiled
finish. It has prominent corner leg
detailing and items include an end
dining bench.
Liberty has a contemporary washed
finish while the reclaimed elm Urban has
unique rough finishes.
Porto is the painted version of Lisbon.
Right: Liberty
Left and
below: Oslo
Bottom right:
Porto

CONTACT
The direct container programme or wholesale purchases
through Classic Furniture are supported by the Furniture
Origins area managers:
Mike Brown: Scotland, Cumbria, North East, and Yorkshire,
tel: 07831 572 601
Alan Endersbee: North West, North Wales, Midlands, East
Anglia, South East and Ireland, tel: 07809 196 019
Andrew Cavaciuti: South West, Avon, Wiltshire and
South/Mid Wales, tel: 07500 830 888
Barry Webb, business development director, email:
barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk, tel: 07702 603 971
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The TORONTO Bedroom collection. For enquiries, please contact barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk or call: 07702 603971

to your success

dedicated

LVT

Hat-trick
Aspecta offers
three ranges
Aspecta is a premium quality LVT brand
developed exclusively for the contract
market, and is suitable for retail,
hospitality, healthcare, education and
other commercial building
environments.
‘Simple to install, Aspecta is incredibly
durable and comes with a 25-year
guarantee, and is also very easy to
maintain,’ says Steve Perry, Aspecta
business manager.
There are three ranges with a broad
portfolio of almost 200 designs across
woods, stones and abstracts.
‘Aspecta Five is the ultimate dry back
flooring. Aspect Ten is highly durable,
easy to install and maintain, and is 100%
waterproof, while Aspecta One offers a
stunning selection of contemporary
designs and is suitable for buildings with
less footfall,’ he says.
A multi-layered, 10mm thick LVT click
flooring system, Aspecta Ten consists of
high-density PE foam and extruded
structural PVC with a 0.7mm LVT wear
layer on top. The range is available in
three sizes: 22cm x 151cm, 45cm x 90cm
and 23cm x 183cm.
Visit: www.aspectaflooring.co.uk
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Aspecta has a 25-year guarantee

NEW

TILE
DESIGNS

2016

Quartz Pro PU
Among our top-selling ranges, Quartz Pro PU has been updated with tile variants
of its most popular decors for 2016. These stylish takes add fresh new looks to
the home. With added sparkle thanks to Silvershine chips, Quartz Pro PU is more
dazzling than ever.

leoline.co.uk

MATTING

Style and safety
There is a Jaymart mat for most areas
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matting for stables, horseboxes and
ramps and large rubber mats for use in
gateways or entrances to fields. Although
being heavy duty, they are lightweight
with anti-slip ribbed polypropylene
offering riders and horses the comfort
needed.
Visit: www.jaymart.co.uk

With almost 50 years experience in the
matting sector, Jaymart knows what
works well in the home, gym, around the
pool or at the stables, offering the
versatility needed.
Its household matting collection
ranges from plain coir to character mats,
giving just the right welcome to visitors,
and mats to help take the mud off of
shoes and paws.
For homes with a recessed footwell by
front or back doors, it has products in
rubber or coir, or both, to help reduce
carry through on dirt into homes,
protecting floors from damage while
offering colour and style to suit the
home.
Jaymart’s Plaza Safe-T-Decor range of
products offers a heavy duty, textured
slip-resistant vinyl floorcovering with
traditional, modern and hi-tech finishes.
It requires no wax, no polish and no
maintenance, which is useful with busy
lifestyles.
The Plaza range also offers Safe-TWood, an exclusive range of vinyl sheet
flooring offering a wood effect: not just
in appearance but also in texture.
Pools can be dangerous areas,
especially if you haven’t got the right

matting to prevent slips, trips and falls.
Jaymart offers various duckboard
matting for shower rooms, changing
rooms, swimming pool surrounds, saunas
and washrooms, helping to channel and
drain the water away and reduce the risk
of accidents.
It has a large range of equine rubber

Plaza

Duckboard matting helps to channel and drain away water
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Jaymart offers a selection of entrance mats

WOOD AND LAMINATE

Tradition with a twist
Kahrs is offering a choice of styles
Two wood floor collections for summer
2016 – Chevron and Domani – have
been introduced by Kahrs.
Chevron includes four on-trend
patterned wood floors that create a
traditional parquet-look with speed and
ease. Domani features seven new onestrip floors with a discreet rustic grain
and a hard wax oil finish.
Both are offered in a spectrum of
natural colour tones, including chic white
and grey tones, naturals and rich dark
browns.
A new take on a classic design,
Chevron has a modern plank format
made up of 19 angled strips. Bevelled
edges between the strips reinforce the
chevron design and parallelogram short
ends create the continuous V-shaped
pattern.
The boards are brushed to create a
tactile lived-in look, which complements
the warm white, weathered grey, classic
brown and dark brown colour tones and
the oak graining. Each board measures
1,848mm x 300mm x 15mm and
matching frameboards can be used
around the edge of a room, to create a
border.
Each of the seven floors in the Domani

Chevron Grey
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collection has an individual look,
spanning pearlescent Chiaro to deep,
dark Scurro. The rustic designs, in oak and
hard maple, have a more discreet surface
than most country timber grades, with
fewer knots but lots of colour variation.
Combined with a hard wax oil finish,
Domani provides a strong, natural
appearance with a mellow lustre.

Domani Maple Bruma

Chevron White

All of the new designs have a multilayered construction, with a sustainable
oak or hard maple surface layer. Chevron
has a plywood core, while Domani’s core
material is spruce/pine/poplar. This ecofriendly, engineered format makes the
floors more stable and ideal for
installation over underfloor heating.
Visit: www.kahrs.com

PREVIEW

Spring Long Point Long Eaton 9-11 May

Wade Upholstery, Henderson Russell, Iain James, Siren and Alexander & James will be among the exhibitors

Spring into life
There’s 23 companies taking part this year
Alexander & James’ Retreat
collection is an oversized rustic
chesterfield featuring a blend of
soft-touch leathers and velvets in
neutral colour stories of grey and
tan. East is a colonial mix of molten
fabrics with splashes of opulent
saffron against rich cocoa colour.
Bringing a pop of trend-led colour
to the assortment is Escape, with
blue hues, new leather
combinations and artsy printed
velvets.
Alstons will launch fabrics and
models at the show, including
Cambridge, a timeless classic, that
will have a sofabed and snuggler as
part of the collection. Fabrics will
include supersoft chenilles, plains

and stripes. The Newport and
Vermont models will have new
fabrics.
Carlton Furniture’s Derwent
solid oak range will be on
display alongside the painted
Windsor dining range with its
unique finish and oak tops. The
Copeland home office collection,
along with the bestselling
Copeland dining range and the
Keswick Oak dining range will also
be on show.
The event will be an opportunity
to see the latest Wiemann models
including the space-saving
combi-slider Malibu and the
walk-in wardrobe Multiplus.
Visit: www.longeatonguild.co.uk
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Salone del Mobile Milan

REVIEW
Bontempi’s Millennium
table has a choice of
several tops and nine
base colours

Alias’s new version of Patrick Norguet’s Kobi

Flying high
Record crowds flocked to Rho

Chateau d’Ax’s 1791 is available in three sizes with metal
feet, stitching detail and foam/feather seat cushions

Galloti & Radice’s
minimalist foam
polyurethane Cloud
comes in velvet,
leather or suede

Flou’s Borgonuove
sofa, Essenza doors in
larch, Softwing bed
and armchair
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Salone attracted record crowds with more than
372,000 people visiting the Rho show grounds
between 12-17 April, with more than 41,000
consumers paying €30 to visit on the open weekend.
So what did they see? In upholstery there were
three main trends: fabric, wings and tubes. Many
stands on which you might have expected to see a
choice of leather or fabric opted for soft cover only,
and in the main those fabrics were darker, muted
shades. In the top-end halls particularly, wing chairs
or influences of them were abound. The trend for
steel tube frames from a few years ago made a
reappearance, some more subtle than others.
Here are 35 of the best products.
Visit: www.salonemilano.it

REVIEW

Salone del Mobile Milan

Bonaldo’s Nikos was expanded with a low
armchair, quilted version and sofa

Arketipo
went for a
pared-back
look with
Moss

Clip Clap was part of Kartell’s first children’s collection

Cattelan Italia’s Deep Wood version of the Gordon table has an 8cm solid
black walnut top with uneven edges
Acerbis updated the
aluminium Airy with
new cushioning and
wood legs

Desiree’s Monopoli and Milos, an oval informal island with moveable backrest
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Salone del Mobile Milan

REVIEW
Molteni & C updated its 505 system,
pictured with the Glove-Up armchair
and Domino Next table, by using
reticulated PVC foam as used in wind
turbine blades, which enables surfaces
of up to 186cm without supports

MDF Italia’s Sag uses Tech moulded polyurethane, with Freeform
polyurethane or bamboo veneered plywood seats

Diesel Living by Moroso’s Sister Rayograph
combines vintage-inspired form updated with
contemporary proportions and materials and
includes two and three-seaters

Modus’s Harbour
has a quiet
simplicity, typical of
Simon Pengelly, its
longest standing
collaborator

Nani Marquina’s Jie was
originally created for
the Das Haus
installation curated by
Neri&Hu at IMM
Cologne last year

LaCividina’s My Place offers a choice of 18 models
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REVIEW

Salone del Mobile Milan

Meritalia added a two-seater model to Minah

The fin-shaped external metallic
frame of Natuzzi’s Herman
modular system is a homage to
Moby Dick author Herman
Melville

Living Divani expanded its Extrasoft
upholstery into the bedroom 

The seat and backrest of Lema’s Eydo brings thoughts of a wing thanks to its
reduced thickness

The Code is Kymo’s first
lettered design, with New
Zealand wool and bamboo
viscose spelling out its
leitmotiv of Go on. And
create

Core is one of three London inspired rug collections debuted by Kasthall
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Salone del Mobile Milan

REVIEW

Poltrona Frau’s Almo takes its inspiration from Iberian pillows
whose long, narrow, low shape also makes it perfect as a handy
lumbar cushion or armrest

Riva 1920 introduced its Volcano finish based on the traditional
Japanese burning technique
Only four of Hastens’ staff have the skills and knowledge to make the Vividus bed, billed
as ‘the world’s most exclusive bed’

On the table top of Thonet’s
1025 the legs appear to be lined
up, rather than the 120deg
spacing they have
Moroso’s Belt is
encircled in knitted
belts that interweave
with the cushions

Vitra’s Soft Modular
Sofa is a low-slung
modular sofa with a
decidedly horizontal
emphasis
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REVIEW

Salone del Mobile Milan

The high back of Walter Knoll’s Isanka flows
into the gently sloping armrests

Calia Italia’s Genius Loci
sports thin arms and legs
with an adjustable back
cushion and there is
a chaise longue version

The cushioned interior of
Cassina’s Gender contrasts
the cocooning backrest,
while its feet have leather
‘slip ons’

Opinion Ciatti’s Firenze rug collection
shows views of Medici chapels, San
Lorenzo church and Bargello Palace
courtyard

Cassina’s prototype of late
architect Zaha Hadid’s ZH One, a
reinterpretation of the cube

Tacchini was among the firms
revisiting its archives with the
1957 Giulia
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Wool Floor Show London

REVIEW

First team achieves its goals
The inaugural event at Stamford Bridge attracted attention
Axminster carpets introduced Myth and
Moor, a dozen wool-rich plaids and
checks.
Brockway showed Dimensions
Heathers and Stripes, the relaunched
Jubilee, with nine new colours.
Clarendon debuted the Chunky Loop
berber in 100% wool three-ply in two
designs and six colours.
Cormar Carpets updated Oaklands
with nine more colours including soft
blues and greens. The 80/10/80 range
uses New Zealand wool in three weights.
Gaskell launched the supersoft 100%
wool three-ply Marble Arch in eight
colours and 4m and 5m widths. Ealing is
a 100% undyed wool collection while
Hadleigh has been recoloured. It also
demonstrated new POS wall units.
Jacaranda Carpets’ Chamba, a subtle
stripe; Chandigarh, a chunky loop pile;
and Bilpar, are hand-woven using 100%
undyed natural wool in five colours, 4m
and 5m widths and made to measure
rugs. Agra uses 50% wool/50% Tencel for
a velvety feel with a 24mm pile height. It
offers six colours, 4m and 5m widths and
five standard rug sizes and a made to
measure option.
Kingsmead’s Dumfries is a 80/20 twist
using British wool in 40oz and 50oz

weights, 12 colours and 4m and 5m
widths. The 100% wool two-ply Berber
Trio was recoloured with six colours,
including grey and stone shades, in three
designs and 4m and 5m widths. The
100% wool three-ply Suffolk Berber was
recoloured with stone and grey shades.
Manx unveiled the 100% wool threeply Farringdon in 10 colours. It has also
launched a website allowing retailers to
place orders and check stock.

Mr Tomkinson displayed Harvard, a
three-ply 50/50 in seven colours,
alongside its new website and POS wall
units.
Stevens & Graham introduced the Loch
Awe design.
Ulster Carpets added six colours to
Dubai Colours, including greys and
taupes. It also expanded its rugs and
runners collection.
Visit: www.woolfloorshow.co.uk

Above: Gaskell
and Manx were
among the
companies
updating POS
Left:
Jacaranda’s Agra
shown as a rug
in Oyster
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REVIEW

Crucial Trading: Innovation in Carpet

Brockway Carpets: British Wool award for Best
British Wool Carpet Created with the Planet in
Mind

Internationally victorious
The first International Wool Carpet and
Rug Awards, held at the Wool Floor Show
London, saw Cavalier Carpets take home
two awards while the contributions of
John Bain and Roger and Fay Oates were
recognised.
Cavalier won the Homes & Gardens
award for Design Innovation for Gemini
and Commercial Tufted Carpet Design
Installation of the Year for its Premier Inn
corridor carpets.
John Bain, former Brintons Carpets
global design director, scooped the
Carpet Industry award for career long
commitment to the wool carpet and rug
industry.
Roger and Fay Oates, Roger Oates
founders, picked up the Design Sector

award for career long commitment to the
wool carpet and rug industry.
Rug weaver Jason Collingwood and
Thomas Grime, Solva Woollen Mill owner,
received Artisan Commendations.
Axminster Carpets took the Residential
Woven award for Royal Borough.
Alternative Flooring won the Residential
Flatweave award for Wool Crafty Hound.
The Residential Tufted award went to
Edel Telenzo for Diversity.
Crucial Trading’s Fabulous triumphed
with the award for Innovation in Carpet;
MID Carpets won Innovation in Yarn
Development for Saga Structure and
Kingsmead’s Shades of Grey the Creative
Marketing Initiative award.
Brintons won the Commercial Woven

Carpet Design Installation of the Year for
its custom design for Quaglinos; Ptolemy
Man’s Green Spectrum took Rug Design
of the Year; John Lewis’s Bantam was
Handknotted Rug of the Year; while The
Rug Company and Paul Smith walked
away with Designer Collaboration of the
Year.
Brockway Carpets’ Rare Breeds
collection secured the British Wool award
for Best British Wool Carpet Created with
the Planet in Mind; Fleetwood Fox won
the Homes & Antiques award for Best
Carpet Style for the period house of 2016
with Honiton; and Anta Scotland
received the Country Homes & Interiors
Best Use for Texture and Pattern for the
Modern Country Home with Benbecula.

Roger and Fay Oates,: Design Sector award for
career long commitment to the wool carpet and
rug industry

Cavalier: Homes & Gardens award for Design
Innovation

John Bain: Carpet Industry award for career long
commitment to the wool carpet and rug industry

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Wool Floor Show London

John Lewis: Handknotted Rug of the Year
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Malaysian International Furniture Fair

REVIEW
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On
the

up

MIFF generated record sales
Clockwise from top left:
Deese Furniture;
Hall view;
Sern Kou Furniture Industries;
Kinheng Furniture;
CF Fantastic Industries
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Sales at the Malaysian International
Furniture Fair topped US$900m for the
first time as the show attracted more
overseas buyers.
The 1-5 March Kuala Lumpur event
generated sales of US$908m, a 5% rise
on last year and US$16m higher than the
previous best in 2014.
The share of international buyers
increased 3% to 5,340 with 30%
attending the show for the first time.
‘We received very good feedback from

exhibitors. There were many new
products, more visitors and first time
buyers, all adding to the strong business
synergy felt throughout the week. This
is a very good outcome as we gear up
for a 25% bigger show in 2018 when we
move the Matrade Exhibition and
Convention Centre part of the show to
the new Malaysian International Trade
and Exhibition Centre. We will certainly
expand our efforts to attract more new
and returning customers in the future,’

says Karen Goi, MIFF general manager.
Michelle Jones, general manager of
Insato Furniture, Australia, who has
attended MIFF for the past 15 years, said
she was delighted with the modern
colours and larger range of products.
‘Some exhibitors are worth coming back
for because they create very innovative
design. And MIFF has come a long way.
The last five years have seen MIFF
improve a lot.’
Visit: www.miff.com.my

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Malaysian International Furniture Fair

Clockwise from top left:
Mamorim;
Lim Bo Qiang’s Muk sofa won the
Furniture Design Competition;
TMH Furniture Industries;
Mobilia International;
Chinfon Furniture Industries
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Export Furniture Exhibition Malaysia
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Feeling positive
Sales values and visitors increased at EFE
Export Furniture Exhibition (EFE) 2016
saw the value of orders climb from
US$670m to US$703m, its second
highest sales behind the US$714m
achieved in 2014.
The Kuala Lumpur 5-8 March event
featured 257 exhibitors from Malaysia
and the region, with around 50% being
new exhibitors. Visitor numbers
increased with more than 9,000
attendees. Despite concerns over the
surging US dollar and slump in oil prices,
exhibitors were in a positive mood as
high quality buyers placed orders and
new buyers drove new business.
‘Buyers from over 45 countries visited
us and we had more than a 50% increase
in sales,’ says Tang Wai Keong, Future
Manufacturer (Sofa), general manager.
Ranked the world’s eighth largest
furniture exporter, Malaysia posted
exports of RM9.14bn (£1.69bn) last year
compared to RM8.01bn (£1.44bn) in
2014. The industry has an export target
of RM16bn (£2.88bn) by 2020.
Among the highlights of EFE 2016 was
the China Export Pavilion where
Malaysian exhibitors were provided with
an opportunity to export to China where
there is a strong demand for solid wood
furniture.
Another highlight was the Professional
Designers Programme created by the
Malaysian Timber Industry Board in
collaboration with the Malaysian
Furniture Promotion Council to promote
high quality products with original
designs. The PDP involved four
manufacturers that are Malaysia pride

Interiors Monthly May 2016

Goodnite and Livani were among 257 exhibitors

recipients, four international professional
designers, eight designers from the
Tanggam programme and four in-house
designers, as the industry focuses on

moving from an original equipment
manufacturer model to developing its
own design and brands.
Visit: www.efe.my
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Interiors
monthly

first for flooring, furniture and accessories

Interiors Monthly, the number one trade
publication for the furniture and flooring trade,
is now offering a 50% discount on its web
recruitment package for the month of May.
Our clients are companies within the trade who
wish to source for retail and manufacturing
businesses, including Sales Agents and
Representatives. The offer also includes any
company wishing to advertise the sale of its
business and/or machinery and Auctions.

RETAIL SALES EXECUTIVE
Ulster Carpets’ is one of the world’s largest and most progressive
carpet manufacturers, servicing global retail and contract markets.
We now have a vacancy for a Retail Sales Executive with
responsibility for developing sales through our Independent retail
accounts in West and East Midlands.
We offer a competitive salary, company car, medical cover,
contributory pension scheme and profit related pay, along with
good development and progression opportunities.
To apply send your tailored CV and a covering letter detailing
how you meet the following criteria:
1. Sales experience as a manufacturer's representative (ideally a
minimum of 2 years)
2. Your ability to achieve sales targets and provide details of
results and achievements
3. The motivation and enthusiasm to grow and increase sales in
the territory
Applications should be emailed before 12 noon on Friday
20 May 2016 to recruit@ulstercarpets.com, or by post to The
Monitoring Officer, Ulster Carpets, Castleisland Factory,
Portadown, Co Armagh, BT62 1EE. To speak with a member of
our team telephone 028 38395123.
We are an Equal Opportunities Employer

Sales and Estimator Required
Capitol Carpets is a family run business, est in 1939, with two showrooms,
one in Battersea and one in Croydon. We are currently looking for a new
Sales & Estimator to join our friendly team at our Croydon store.

Your advert will appear on our website until
the position is filled, or you ask us to remove it.
Our weekly newsletter, which is mailed every
Thursday to 18,000+ industry professionals,
also has a list of these latest jobs.
If you are interested in this package, the
cost is only, £199. All you need to do is
supply the advert text + logo and we can
post it on the same day.
Please contact Jarrod Bird if you are
interested in booking this offer
E: jbird@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Salary negotiable depending on knowledge and experience, plus a
monthly sales bonus.
5 days a week including Saturday’s (Day off during the week and we are
closed on Sundays and Bank Holidays)

Essential Skills
• Experience in the carpet and flooring industry
• Good numeric skills
• Computer literate
• Excellent customer service
• Driving License
• Initiative and Proactive

Desirable Skills
• Commercial estimating experience
• Fork/boom driving license
• Masterpiece software knowledge
As a small business you will also have the opportunity to present and
implement new and exciting ideas into the business.
If you are interested in applying please contact Chris Crow on 020 8688
6209 or email him a copy of your C.V. to chris@capitolcarpets.co.uk.

Over 1600 products online
3 easy ways to buy
01795 439159
www.gallerydirect.co.uk

